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Annual Potential to Emit in Tons per Year (tpy)
Emission Units

PM
(tpy)

PM-10
(tpy)

CO
(tpy)

NOX
(tpy)

SO2
(tpy)

VOC Individual HAPs > 1 tpy)
(tpy)

(>100*)
Hogged Fuel Boiler

26.2

25.9

178

48.7

4.34

2.95

3.30 Hydrogen Chloride 1

Lumber Drying Kilns

10.29

1.56

-

-

-

53.04 2

4.30 Acetaldehyde1
4.63 Methanol1

Cyclone and
Target Box
Wood Residuals
Collection System

3.25

1.62

0

0

0

0

34.9

19.7

0

0

0

0

Fugitives, other

42.8

10.3

0

0

0

0

Facility Wide Totals

117

59.08

178

48.7

4.34

56.05

15.8 Combined HAPs1

*

Indicates pre-controlled emissions from sources to which Compliance Assurance Monitoring is
applicable – for more details see Section 12.

1.0

Introduction
This document, the Statement of Basis, is required by WAC 173-401. It summarizes the legal and
factual basis for the permit conditions in the AOP issued by the State of Washington Department
of Ecology to Guy Bennett Lumber Company (GBLC) for a lumber mill located at the Port of
Wilma near Clarkston, Washington. Unlike the AOP, this document is not legally enforceable.
This Statement of Basis summarizes the emitting processes at the facility, air emissions,
permitting and compliance history, the statutory regulatory provisions that relate to the facility,
and the steps taken to provide opportunities for public review of the permit. Guy Bennett Lumber
(GBLC) is obligated to follow the terms of the permit. Any errors or omission in the summaries
provided here do not excuse the permittee from the requirements in the permit.

2.0

Permit Authority
Title V of the Federal Clean Air Act Amendments required all states to develop a renewable
operating permit program for industrial and commercial sources of air pollution. The Washington
State Clean Air Act (Chapter 70.94 Revised Code of Washington) was amended in 1991 and 1993
to provide the Department of Ecology and Local Air Agencies with the necessary authority to
implement a state-wide air operating permit program. The law requires all sources emitting one
hundred tons or more per year of a criteria pollutant, ten tons of an individual hazardous air

1

Dry kiln HAP potential to emit (PTE) was calculated using December 2012 EPA Region 10 HAP emission factors and a
maximum dry kiln throughput of 62,390,000 board feet per year (derived from PM limit in Order No. 18AQ-E025). HAP
calculations assume 100% cedar which results in the highest total HAP emissions and highest single HAP.
2
GBLC’s VOC PTE from all kilns combined is limited to 53.04 TPY by Order 18AQ-E025. This VOC limit was requested by
GBLC and will restrict board foot throughput for the kilns below 62,390,000 board feet per year depending on the species
makeup of the throughput. For example: kiln throughput of 100% Ponderosa Pine or Western White Fir would reach the annual
VOC limit at approximately 45,236,000 and 37,214,000 board feet throughput, respectively.
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pollutant, or twenty-five tons cumulative hazardous air pollutants, to obtain an operating permit.
Criteria pollutants include sulfur dioxide, nitrogen dioxide, particulate matter, carbon monoxide,
ozone, and lead.
Chapter 173-401 of the Washington Administrative Code (WAC), which specifies the
requirements of Washington State’s Operating Permit program became effective November 4,
1993. The United States Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) granted Washington’s program
interim approval December 9, 1994. Final approval of Washington’s program was granted on
August 13, 2001. The current version of the regulation was filed on August 10, 2011.
3.0

4.0

Facility Identifying Information
3.1

Company Name ----------------------------------------------------------- Guy Bennett Lumber Company

3.2

Facility Name ----------------------------------------------------------------------- Clarkston Lumber Mill

3.3

Unified Business Identification Number ----------------------------------------------------- 022-001-780

3.4

Facility Address -------------------------------------- 1951 Wilma Drive, Clarkston Washington 99403

3.5

Responsible Official ---------------------------------------------------------------------------- Janice Dimke

3.6

Mailing Address ------------------------------------------- P.O. Box 670, Clarkston Washington 99403

3.7

Facility Contact ---------------------------------------------------------Mark Speer, Plant Superintendent

3.8

Facility Contact Phone Number ------------------------------------------------------------ (509) 758-5558

Basis for Title V Applicability
Guy Bennett Lumber Company, Clarkston Lumber Mill, (GBLC) is subject to Title V, Air
Operating Permit Regulations, due to the emissions of carbon monoxide (CO) in excess of one
hundred tons per year (tpy). WAC 173-401-200(19)(b) identifies any source that directly emits or
has the potential to emit one hundred tpy or more of any air pollutant as a major source. Major
sources are required to obtain Title V permits under WAC 173-401-300(1)(a)(i).

5.0

Attainment Classification
The facility is located in an area that is classified as in attainment for all criteria pollutants as of
December 2017.

6.0

Facility Description
6.1

The facility includes process areas for lumber manufacturing, a log yard, maintenance
facilities, offices, and fuel storage. The mill processes raw logs into dried finished lumber.
Wood residue from the de-barker and sawmill is used onsite as fuel. The site contains
facilities for repair and maintenance of process equipment as well as mobile and other
miscellaneous equipment and vehicles used in mill operations.
6.1.1

General Facility Process Description – GBLC produces lumber for sale.
Lumber production is described below by following the raw materials (logs
and green lumber) as they flow through the facility to the end product. Logs
are brought onsite by truck. The logs are unloaded, and sorted by species and
size. The sorted logs are stacked in the log yard on the west edge of the
property for temporary storage. As needed, they are transferred to the log
deck in preparation to be fed to the de-barkers in the saw mill. In the saw mill,
logs are cut to dimension. From the saw mill, the lumber is sent to the dry
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kilns. In the dry kilns, the lumber is dried to commercial moisture content.
After drying, the lumber is planed to commercial dimensions, stacked, and
packaged for shipment. Bark from the logs is conveyed to the fuel hog and
then to the fuel house for temporary storage. The hogged fuel is fed either to
the boiler by a conveyor system as needed or to trucks for shipment as a
product of the mill.
6.1.2

Sawmill – The saw mill and de-barker are located on the west side of the
property. Logs are delivered to the in-feed of either of two de-barkers by a
front loader. The de-barkers consist of hydraulic log handlers and mechanical
conveyors that feed the logs to the de-barking machinery. The bark drops to a
conveyor leading to a fuel hog. The fuel hog grinds up the bark before it is
conveyed to the fuel house for storage. After the logs are de-barked, they are
conveyed to bandsaws, edgers, a re-saw, and a trim saw to produce rough-cut
dimension lumber. Any green scrap wood cut from the logs is conveyed to a
chipper. The chipper reduces the green scrap wood to a uniform chip size. The
chips are pneumatically conveyed to a chip screen to separate chips from
sawdust. The clean chips are pneumatically conveyed and sawdust is
mechanically conveyed to separate truck bins for temporary storage until
shipped out as products of the mill. The rough-cut green lumber is conveyed to
the sorting and stacking section of the sawmill building. At that point, the
lumber is stacked in bundles with stickers (small sticks of lumber). The
stickers separate each layer of lumber to allow air flow and uniform drying.
The bundles of green lumber are transferred either to temporary storage on the
north edge of the mill or directly to the kilns for drying.

6.1.3

Lumber Drying – The five dry kilns are located on the north-center and
northeast sections of the facility. They use steam heated air to dry green
lumber. Steam from the boiler passes through heating coils inside the kilns.
Blowers pull cool dry air into the kilns and past the heating coils. The heating
coils raise the air temperature in the kilns to approximately 150-200°F. The
blowers circulate the warm air through the lumber. The resulting warm moist
air is vented to the atmosphere. The dry rough-cut lumber is conveyed by fork
lift trucks to dry storage buildings located in the south-central section of the
facility. The primary emissions from the dry kilns are volatile organic
compounds (VOC) released from the wood by the heat of the drying process.
They consist mainly of members of the terpene family. GBLC has been limited
to not more than 53 tons per year of VOC emissions. Over time, GBLC expects
to process several different species of woods, including pines, firs, and spruces.
Each of these species has a characteristic concentration of VOCs, and as a
consequence, the quantity of VOCs emitted from the dry kilns will vary with
the wood species being processed.

6.1.4

Planer Mill – The planing mill is located on the east side of the facility. The
dry rough-cut lumber is transferred from the storage buildings to the planer infeed that feeds the un-stacker. An employee inspects the lumber as it is unstacked. Any lumber that is split, damaged, or too moist, is separated for
transport to the fuel hog or re-dried in the dry kilns. The good lumber is
automatically aligned and runs through the planer. The planer shaves off a thin
layer from the surface leaving a smooth edge and bringing lumber to the desired
commercial dimension. The planed lumber is then cut to desired lengths by the
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trim saw. The material shaved off is commonly referred to as "planer
shavings." The planer shavings are collected by suction vents and
pneumatically conveyed to the shavings bins. The pneumatic conveyance
system is controlled by a cyclone. The trim saw cuts small pieces from the
ends of the lumber. These end pieces of lumber are conveyed to a chipper, and
then pneumatically conveyed to the dry chip bin. The planer shavings and trim
saw chips are sold as products of the mill. The finished lumber is transferred
from the planing mill to the storage and shipping area on the east and southeast
sides of the facility where it is packaged and stored for shipping by truck or rail.
The primary emissions from the planing mill are fugitive particulate matter and
the emissions from the planer shavings cyclone.
6.1.5

Wood Waste Conveyance Systems – These include the mechanical and
pneumatic conveying systems. The mechanical conveyors (belt conveyors) are
used to move and store logs, lumber, sawdust, and bark. The pneumatic
conveyors are used to transport wood chips and shavings to various storage
bins. Chips, sawdust, bark (mechanical conveyance) and planer shavings
(pneumatic conveyance) are conveyed from their generation points to a truck
bin, a rail car loadout, or the fuel house. The primary emissions from the
conveying systems are particulate matter. The mechanical conveyors are
subject to specific Ecology order conditions of approval. Sawdust must be
conveyed only by mechanical conveyors. Hog fuel from the sawmill must use
only covered conveyors. Storage bins must have no visible emissions, must
control fugitive emissions, and have restrictions on the particulate matter
emissions concentration.

6.1.6

Hogged Fuel Boiler – The boiler consists of one spreader stoker Kipper boiler
rated at 40,000 pounds of steam per hour. The boiler burns hog fuel and
provides steam to the dry kilns. The primary emissions from the boiler consist
of particulate matter and products of combustion (nitrogen oxides, carbon
monoxide, and volatile organic compounds). Of these, the particulate matter
and carbon monoxide are the most significant. The particulate matter emissions
from the hogged fuel boiler are controlled by an electrostatic precipitator.
Carbon monoxide emissions are limited by good boiler maintenance and
combustion practices. The boiler is subject to specific regulations and approval
conditions in an Ecology order. Particulate and carbon monoxide emissions
and the maximum steam generation rate are limited.

6.1.7

Maintenance – Some of the maintenance activities taking place at the facility
include an automotive maintenance shop including a gasoline and diesel
dispensing tank and facility maintenance - grounds keeping, carpentry,
painting, etc.

6.1.8

Miscellaneous – Miscellaneous sources at the facility encompass a range of
units (i.e., a log yard and facility roads) and activities (i.e., fuel storage and
finished lumber storage and shipping).
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Facility Emission Units/Processes
7.1

Facility wide (Section 2.1 in AOP) - point source emission units and/or processes,
including the planer shavings cyclone.

7.2

Hogged fuel boiler (Section 2.2 in AOP)

7.3

Lumber drying kilns #1 through #5 (Section 2.3 in AOP)

7.4

Lumber drying kiln #3 (Section 2.4 in AOP)

7.5

Chip and sawdust conveyance, storage, and transport system (Section 2.5 in AOP)

Title V Facility Timeline
8.1

December 9, 1994 ---------- Source initial notification of inclusion in Title V AOP program

8.2

May 3, 1995 -------------------- Source determined to not be subject to Title V AOP program

8.3

January 25, 1999 ---------------- Source notification of applicability of Title V AOP program

8.4

October 4, 1999 ---------------------- Title V AOP application materials received by Ecology

8.5

November 27, 2002 --------------------------------------------- Order No. 02AQER-5062 issued

8.6

January 1, 2003 ----------------------------------------------- Order No. 02AQER-5062 effective

8.7

January 1, 2008 --------------------------------------- Order No. 02AQER-5062 expiration date

8.8

December 26, 2007 ------------------------------------------------- Order No. 07AQ-E239 issued

8.9

January 1, 2008 -------------------------------------------------- Order No. 07AQ-E239 effective

8.10

December 30, 2011 ------------------ Title V AOP application materials received by Ecology

8.11

January 01, 2013 ------------------------------------------ Order No. 07AQ-E239 expiration date

8.12

February 29, 2016 --------- Title V AOP updated application materials received by Ecology

8.13

Month Day, Year ---------------------------------------------------- Order No. (number) issued

8.14

Month Day, Year ------------------------------------------------- Order No. (number) effective

9.0 Changes to Underlying Ecology New Source Review Orders of Approval
GBLC currently has three active underlying Notice of Construction (NOC) Approval Orders:
1.) Order No. 18AQ-E025 covers the facility’s lumber drying kilns.
2.) Order No. 02AQER-E4676 covers the facility’s wood residue conveyances.
3.) Order No. 18AQ-E026 covers the facility’s hogged fuel boiler and associated emissions control
equipment.
Since the last AOP renewal (December 26, 2007), the following GBLC NOC Approval Orders
have been modified:
On September 30, 2009, Order No. 02AQER-E4674, 1st Amendment superseded the original
order. The new amended order removed language from Approval Condition 7.8 that stated the
order shall become void if operation of the hogged fuel boiler is discontinued for a period of
eighteen months. This change was requested by GBLC to allow for temporary shutdown in
operations due to market conditions. The amendment also improperly removed a table which
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limited carbon monoxide emissions below PSD thresholds. Ecology has since rectified the
erroneous table removal – see Order 14AQ-E577 discussion below.
On September 30, 2009, Order No. 02AQER-E4675, 1st Amendment superseded the original
order. The new amended order removed language from Approval Condition 7.8 that stated the
order shall become void if operation of the boiler is discontinued for a period of eighteen months.
This change was requested by GBLC to allow for temporary shutdown in operations due to market
conditions.
On September 30, 2009, Order No. 02AQER-E4676, 1st Amendment superseded the original
order. The new amended order removed language from Approval Condition 5.9 that stated the
order shall become void if operation of the conveyance system is discontinued for a period of
eighteen months. This change was requested by GBLC to allow for temporary shutdown in
operations due to market conditions.
On September 15, 2014, Order No. 14AQ-E577 superseded 02AQER-E4674, 1st Amendment.
The primary purpose of this order was to re-insert the table which limited carbon monoxide
emissions below PSD thresholds. The limiting table was improperly removed when the order was
amended.
On April 11, 2018, Order No. 18AQ-E025 superseded 02AQER-4675, 1st Amendment. The
revised permit updated the Kiln PM10 emission factor from 159 lbs per million board feet of dried
lumber to 50 lbs. The update was requested by GBLC to be consistent with other dry lumber
Kilns in the area.
On April 11, 2018, Order No. 18AQ-E026 superseded 14AQ-E577 to increase GBLC’s
allowable hourly steam rate from 23,000 pounds per hour to 27,000 pounds per hour to eliminate
exceedances above the limit.
10.0

Changes to Underlying State Requirements

Since the last AOP renewal, Chapter 173-400, -401, -441, -455 and -460 WAC have been adopted or
amended. Regulatory citations used throughout the permit were updated to reflect the effective date of
these modified regulations. Below is a summary of the regulatory citation that was modified and its
effective date.
Regulatory Citation

Name of Chapter or Section

WAC 173-400-020
WAC 173-400-030
WAC 173-400-035
WAC 173-400-040

Applicability
Definitions
Non-road engines
General standards for maximum emissions
Emission standards for combustion and
incineration units
Emission standards for general process units

WAC 173-400-050
WAC 173-400-060
WAC 173-400-070
WAC 173-400-075
WAC 173-400-081
WAC 173-400-105
WAC 173-400-107

Emission Standards for Certain Source Categories

Emission standards for sources emitting hazardous
air pollutants
Startup and shutdown
Records, monitoring, and reporting
Excess emissions

State

Federal (SIP)

12/29/12
12/29/12
04/01/11
05/31/16

10/03/14
10/03/14
10/06/16

05/31/16

10/06/16

05/31/16
05/31/16

10/06/16
10/06/16

05/31/16

-

04/01/11
05/31/16
04/01/11

10/03/14
10/06/16
06/02/95
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WAC 173-400-108
WAC 173-400-109
WAC 173-400-110
WAC 173-400-111
WAC 173-400-112
WAC 173-400-113
WAC 173-400-114
WAC 173-400-115
WAC 173-400-116
WAC 173-400-117
WAC 173-400-118
WAC 173-400-131
WAC 173-400-136
WAC 173-400-171
WAC 173-400-720
WAC 173-401
WAC 173-441
WAC 173-455
WAC 173-460

Excess emissions reporting
Unavoidable excess emissions
New source review for sources and portable
sources;
Processing notice of construction applications for
sources, stationary sources and portable sources
Requirements for new sources in nonattainment
areas – review for compliance with regulation
New sources in attainment and unclassifiable areas
– review for compliance with regulations
Requirements for replacement or substantial
alteration of emission control technology at an
existing stationary source
Standards of performance for new sources
Increment protection
Special protection requirements for federal Class I
areas
Designation of Class I, II, and III areas
Issuance of emission reduction credits
Use of emission reduction credits (ERC)
Public notice and opportunity for public comment
Prevention of Significant Deterioration (PSD)
Operating Permit Regulations
Reporting of emissions of greenhouse gases
Air Quality Fee Rule
Controls for new sources of toxic air pollutant
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04/01/11
04/01/11

-

12/29/12

09/29/16

05/31/16

10/06/16

12/29/12

09/29/16

12/29/12

04/29/15

12/29/12

-

05/31/16
05/31/16

10/06/16

12/29/12

04/29/15

12/29/12
04/01/11
12/29/12
05/31/16
05/31/16
03/05/16
09/15/16
12/31/12
06/20/09

10/03/14
11/07/14
11/07/14
04/29/15
04/29/15
03/05/16
-

Three of these regulatory changes affect the issuance of this renewal permit: adoption of WAC 173400-108 and -109 excess emission reporting and unavoidable excess emissions; and adoption of
Chapter 173-441 WAC reporting of emissions of greenhouse gases. These changes are required to be
addressed or incorporated into the renewal permit conditions.
WAC 173-400-107,108,109 Excess Emissions, Reporting and Unavoidable Excess Emissions
Condition 1.12 incorporates the requirements from WAC 173-400-107 excess emissions into the
standard terms and conditions of the operating permit. WAC 173-400-108 and -109 were adopted
April 1, 2011 and take effect on the effective date of EPA’s incorporation of the entirety of WAC 173400-108 and -109 into the Washington State Implementation Plan as replacement for WAC 173-400107.
Ecology has received notice from EPA that they will not be incorporating these sections, as currently
written, into the Washington State Implementation Plan as a replacement for WAC 173-400-107.
Therefore, Condition 1.12 was not modified to replace the requirements contained in WAC 173-400107 with WAC 173-400-108 and -109 during this permit renewal.
WAC 173-441 Reporting of Emission of Greenhouse Gases
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Condition 1.13.5, of the standard terms and condition section was changed to address reporting
greenhouse gases per Chapter 173-441 WAC. Condition 1.13.5 was previously “Submittals.” The
“Submittals” are now covered in Condition 1.13.6.

11.0

Federal Regulation Applicability Discussion
Three National Emission Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAPs) potentially
apply to GBLC at the time of this renewal: 40 CFR 63 Subpart JJJJJJ Industrial, Commercial
and Institutional Boilers at Area Sources; 40 CFR 63 Subpart DDDDD Industrial Commercial
and Institutional Boilers and Process Heaters, and Subpart ZZZZ Reciprocating Internal
Combustion Engines (RICE).

11.1

11.1.1 40 CFR 63 Subpart JJJJJJ – September 19, 2011 Ecology received an initial
notification of applicability of Subpart JJJJJJ (aka the Boiler GACT) to GBLC.
HAP PTE was reported to Ecology as 15.11 tpy on February 25, 2016. After further
review, a revised HAP PTE of 15.8 tpy is appropriate.
There are no enforceable conditions limiting the tree species types GBLC is
allowed to dry in the facility kilns. HAP PTE was calculated using the highest
HAPs emitting species (Western Red Cedar) as listed in the 2012 EPA emission
factors for lumber drying kilns with temperature ≤ 200ºF. The resulting HAPs PTE
was 15.8tpy.
The threshold for designation as a major source for HAPs are emissions of at least
25 tpy combined HAPs or emissions of at least 10 tpy of any single HAP. GBLC’s
PTE does not include any single HAP at or above 10 tpy. With a corrected PTE of
15.8 tpy, GBLC is still an area source for HAPs and Subpart JJJJJJ applies.
11.1.2 40 CFR 63 Subpart DDDDD - The August 29, 2011 initial notification report for
Subpart DDDDD (aka the Boiler MACT) identified GBLC as an area source for
HAPs. GBLC is still an area source for HAPs, with a HAPs PTE of 15.8 tpy. Area
sources of HAPs are not subject to this rule.
11.1.3 40 CFR 63 Subpart ZZZZ – The February 25, 2016 AOP renewal application
update confirmed the facility does not have any stationary reciprocating internal
combustion engines (RICE); therefore, Subpart ZZZZ (aka the “RICE NESHAP”)
does not apply to the facility.
11.2

Five New Source Performance Standards (NSPS) potentially apply to GBLC at the time of
this renewal: Subparts D, Da, Db, and Dc Standards of Performance for Small Industrial
Institutional Steam Generating Units for which construction commenced after August 17,
1971, September 18, 1978, June 19, 1984, and June 9, 1989, respectively; and Subpart
CCCC Commercial and Industrial Solid Waste Incineration Units.
11.2.1 Order No. 18AQ-E026 limits the hogged fuel boiler to an average of 27,000 lbs of
steam per hour. At 1,100 Btu per pound of steam, the permit limited rating is 25.3
MMBtu/hr. The hogged fuel boiler manufacturer rating listed in the original notice
of construction application is 40,000 pounds of steam per hour. Using a value of
1,100 Btu per pound of steam gives an equivalent rating of 44 MMBtu/hr. Even
without the enforceable limitation, the boiler does not trigger 40 CFR 60 Subparts
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D, Da, or Db (> 250 MMBtu/hr, > 250 MMBtu/hr, > 100 MMBtu/hr, triggers
respectively).
11.2.2 Subpart Dc – Standards of Performance for Small Industrial-CommercialInstitutional Steam Generating Units applies to steam generating units for which
construction commenced after June 9, 1989. While no specific date of installation
for the hogged fuel boiler was found in Ecology’s files, a source test report dated
January 01, 1989 and received by Ecology January 30, 1989 indicates a source test
was conducted on December 29, 1988. This indicates the boiler was installed prior
to 1989; therefore, Subpart Dc does not apply.
11.2.3 Subpart CCCC –Commercial-Industrial Solid Waste Incineration (CISWI) Units.
The hogged fuel boiler does not burn solid waste; therefore, Subpart CCCC does
not apply.
12.0

Compliance Assurance Monitoring Applicability Analysis
The CAM rule applies to GBLC’s hogged fuel boiler for particulate matter because it meets all
three conditions of the CAM applicability test:
1. The hogged fuel boiler is subject to an emission limitation. Order 18AQ-E026 Condition
2(a) limits particulate matter emissions from the boiler stack.
2. A control device is used to achieve compliance with the emissions limit. GBLC uses an
ESP to control particulate matter.
3. Pre-control emissions of particulate matter exceeds major source threshold. GBLC’s
hogged fuel boiler’s pre-control particulate matter PTE is >100tpy.
The CAM rule does not apply to GBLC’s hogged fuel boiler for other pollutants because condition
2 of the applicability test is not met. GBLC does not use pollution control devices to achieve
compliance with emissions limits, with the exception of CO. GBLC is subject to an emissions
limit for CO, and GBLC’s uncontrolled PTE for CO is above the major source threshold, however,
GBLC meets CO emissions limits by limiting production of steam, not through the use of a control
device.

13.0

Compliance Assurance Monitoring Explanation
The CAM proposed by GBLC relies on two performance indicators, ESP secondary voltage
and pressure drop across the multiclone.

13.1

Pressure drop across the multiclone was selected as the performance indicator most indicative
of efficient operation and performance of the multiclone. ESP secondary voltage was selected by
GBLC as the performance indicator most indicative of efficient operation and performance of the
ESP. GBLC proposed the following indicator ranges and monitoring frequency.

13.2

This emission unit’s post-control particulate matter emissions are below 100 ton per year,
therefore CAM parameter monitoring frequencies must be at least once per 24 hour period.

13.3

Secondary voltage of transformer/rectifier sets (T/R) shall be maintained at > 30 kV for any
two consecutive daily averages. T/R secondary voltage will be recorded at least once per eighthour (8hr) shift on an operator log and the daily average calculated. If the daily average remains <

13.4
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30 kV for any two consecutive daily averages, GBLC will initiate action to identify and correct the
problem with the T/R cell as soon as possible, but no later than, 4 hours after discovery.
Visible emissions was selected as one of the performance indicators because Order 18AQE026, Approval Condition 3(b) requires the use of COMS. This Air Operating Permit uses the
term “continuous opacity monitoring system (COMS),” in reference to the same monitoring
equipment which is sometimes referred to as “Continuous Emissions Monitoring System (CEMS)
to measure opacity.”

13.5

40 CFR 64.3(d) states that if a COMS is required under the Act or state or local law, the owner or
operator shall use such system to satisfy the requirements of the CAM rule. GBLC is required to
monitor visible emissions from the hogged fuel boiler with a COMS and utilize data processing
and recording equipment meeting the requirements of 40 CFR 60, Appendix B, Performance
Specification 1. The COMS must be operated using the quality assurance procedures conforming
to EPA 340/1-86-010, Recommended Quality Assurance Procedures for COMS.
Visible emissions shall be measured and recorded continuously by the COMS. Visible emission
monitoring data shall be reviewed every day of operation to determine if any measured visible
emissions exceeded 20% opacity for more than three minutes in any one hour since the previous
day’s review. If visible emissions exceed 20% opacity for more than three minutes in any one
hour, an exceedance has occurred except as allowed in WAC173-400-070(2)(a). Corrective
actions shall be taken:
13.5.1 As soon as possible, but no later than 4 hours after discovery of the exceedance.
The permittee shall initiate corrective actions that are designed to return the
equipment to normal operation as soon as possible and to prevent the likely
recurrence of the cause of the exceedance.
13.5.2 Corrective action taken may include, but will not be limited to, checking rappers
and vibrators for proper operation, checking multiclone and rotary screen for
possible problems, checking bottom hoppers for buildup, checking ESP electrical
systems, increasing sonic blowdown, turning on the bottom vibrator, dumping the
T/R set for an appropriate amount of time, obtaining manufacturer advice, and ESP
shutdown and internal inspection along with appropriate subsequent maintenance
and/or repair.
13.5.3 In the event of an exceedance of the visible emission standard, records shall be
maintained documenting corrective action taken and the results of the correction
action.
13.5.4 Any exceedance of the visible emission standard measured by the COM must be
reported to Ecology within 30 days following the end of the month in which the
exceedance occurred or according to the monthly deviation reporting required in
Approval Condition 1.13.1, whichever is sooner. The report shall include the date,
time and duration of the exceedance, the magnitude of the exceedance, an estimate
of any excess emissions, probable cause of the exceedance, a description of the
corrective action taken and the results of the corrective action taken.
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Insignificant Emission Units and Activities
The permittee proposed numerous insignificant emission units as categorically insignificant based
on the requirements outlined in WAC 173-401-530 and 532. A list of these units is on file with
the Department of Ecology’s Eastern Region Office, Air Quality Program in Spokane,
Washington.

15.0

Applicable/Inapplicable Requirements Determinations/Explanations
15.1 Initial or one-time NOC requirements that have not been included in the AOP as ongoing

applicable requirements:
15.1.1 Order No. 14AQ-E577 Condition 5, states that “Initial performance testing under
this Order shall be conducted no later than September 1, 2003.”
Order No. 14AQ-E577 was issued on September 15, 2014. The requirement of an
initial performance test by September 1, 2003 is a carryover from the previous order
(02AQER-4674, 1st Amendment) issued September 30, 2009. Order 02AQER-4674,
issued September 5, 2002 is the origination of the September 1, 2003 deadline
requirement.
Order No. 18AQ-E026 also requires subsequent periodic performance testing be
“…conducted at least once every three years.” The timing of subsequent periodic
performance testing is predicated on the date of the most recent testing.
GBLC conducted performance testing as recently as October 25, 2017, therefore the
timing of future periodic performance testing is not dependent upon the October 1,
2020 requirement.
15.2

The following NOC requirements clarified miscellaneous issues with regard to the
applicable emission unit and were not, in actuality, approval conditions that require any
action on the part of the permittee. These NOC requirements therefore have not been
included in the AOP as ongoing applicable requirements.
15.2.1 Condition 8(f) of Order 18AQ-E026 – Activities undertaken by the permittee or
others.
This condition states that any activity inconsistent with the application and the
order shall be subject to Ecology enforcement and nothing in the order shall be
construed to relieve GBLC of other legal obligations.
15.2.2 Condition 1(a) of Order 18AQ-E026. Previous Hogged Fuel Boiler Orders.
This approval condition simply states the Order rescinds and replaces Order 14AQE577. Order 02AQER-4674, 1st amendment rescinded and replaced Order
02AQER-4674.
15.2.3 Condition 3(b) of Order 18AQ-E025 – VOC emission factors.
This approval condition lists some specie specific emission factors for VOCs. The
emission factors listed in this approval condition are outdated and significantly
lower than the VOC emission factors in ‘EPA Region 10 HAP and VOC Emission
Factors for Lumber Drying, December 2012.’ In addition, the species list included
in the approval condition is not as inclusive as the 2012 EPA emission factors.
Emissions calculations for the purposes of determining applicable requirements for
the Title V Permit were made utilizing the 2012 EPA emissions factors.
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15.2.4 Condition 8(f) of Order 18AQ-E025 – Activities undertaken by the permittee or
others.
This condition states that any activity inconsistent with the application and the
order shall be subject to Ecology enforcement and nothing in the order shall be
construed to relieve GBLC of other legal obligations.
15.2.5 Condition 1(a) of Order 18AQE-025 – Previous Lumber Drying Kilns Orders.
This condition of the Order states that Order 18AQ-E025 supersedes Order
02AQER-4675, 1st Amendment. Order 18AQ-E025 rescinded and replaced Order
02AQER-4675, 1st Amendment and its first amendment.
15.2.6 Condition 5.8 of Order 02AQER-4676, 1st Amendment – Activities undertaken by
the permittee or others.
This approval condition states that any activity inconsistent with the application
and the order shall be subject to Ecology enforcement and nothing in the order shall
be construed to relieve GBLC of other legal obligations.
15.2.7 Condition 5.9 of Order 02AQER-4676, 1st Amendment – Previous Wood Waste
Conveyance System orders
The condition of the Order states that Order 02AQER-4676 supersedes Order
02AQER-4676. Order 02AQER-4676 rescinded and replaced Order DE92AQE112 and its first and second amendments.
15.3

16.0

The following requirements were included on the Applicable Requirements Checklist in
the AOP application with no applicability determination.
15.3.1

WAC 173-400-107 - Excess emissions. This is an applicable requirement, and
is included in Condition 1.12.

15.3.2

WAC 173-400-200 - Creditable Stack Height and Dispersion Techniques – The
requirements imposed by this regulation are included in the AOP under
Condition 2.1.9.

Monitoring, Recordkeeping, and Reporting Requirement (MRRR) Sufficiency Explanations
– This section provides brief discussions regarding the reasoning behind the MRRR’s included as
part of the AOP. The criterion is that each MRRR must be sufficient to assure compliance with
the associated condition, emission standard or work practice.
Gapfilling: if an applicable requirement does not include monitoring, recordkeeping and reporting
requirements sufficient to assure compliance, the AOP will establish additional requirements. This
action is known as gapfilling. Monitoring, Recordkeeping and Reporting Requirements that
include gapfilling are be identified by a note following the MRRR description.
16.1

MRRR 1M – No specific monitoring can reasonably be required for these requirements.
The nature of the requirements makes it necessary to rely on the good faith of the permittee
to conscientiously monitor site operations and to promptly report any deviations.

16.2

MRRR 2M – This monitoring is used for conditions that require the source to maintain a
certain status quo (e.g., O&M manual accessible to employees in operation of the
equipment; maintaining replacement parts for routine repairs to monitoring equipment).
To assure compliance with these provisions, the permittee is simply required to check that
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there has been no change in the status quo. Since such a change is unlikely, an annual
inspection was deemed adequate.
16.3

MRRR 3M – This MRRR was designed to provide sufficient response to complaints
regarding facility emissions affecting the landowners neighboring or in the affected
vicinity of the facility. Timeframes were chosen to provide the permittee with adequate
time to respond appropriately as well as ensuring that complaints not go unnoticed.

16.4

MRRR 4M – A monthly visible emission observation is considered to be sufficient
monitoring for general process units with regard to the opacity standard. The specifics of
the monitoring described have been designed to provide relatively frequent evaluation of
each potential emission point, while requiring visible emission testing using EPA RM 9
only when visible emissions are observed and cannot be eliminated within twenty-four
(24) hours. The monitoring was designed with the goal of providing the permittee with
sufficient opportunity to respond to upsets appropriately while at the same time avoiding
significant, prolonged environmental degradation. With regard to the use of visible
emission evaluation surveys as a monitoring technique related to particulate matter
standards, the method was chosen due to the fact that most of the general process units to
which this is applicable are not large enough to justify performance testing using EPA
RM’s 5 and/or RM 202. Visible emission observations provide a convenient alternative
method to source testing for the purpose of evaluating the performance of such units.

16.5

MRRR 5M – The monitoring has been designed to require periodic reviews of Operation
and Maintenance manuals and other documents in order to evaluate whether current
operational practices are being conducted in a manner consistent with the information upon
which permitting has been based. The recordkeeping and reporting required ensure that
practices which are not consistent with the submitted information will be addressed in a
timely manner.

16.6

MRRR 6M – The monitoring has been designed to require periodic walk-around surveys
as the most simple and direct method to determine the presence of such emissions. These
surveys, in conjunction with a good faith effort on the part of the permittee to operate in
accordance with the conditions of the AOP, are considered sufficient monitoring.

16.7

MRRR 7M – The monitoring as specified has been designed based on the condition that all
associated equipment is maintained in proper working condition. Using emission factors
in conjunction with operational parameters is a feasible method of estimating emissions
from an emission unit for which performance testing may not be feasible. The monitoring
was designed with the goal of providing the permittee with sufficient opportunity to
respond to upsets appropriately while at the same time avoiding significant environmental
degradation.

16.8

MRRR 8M – This monitoring has been specified to rely on periodic source testing in order
to gain a reasonable assurance of compliance with the various pollutant limits that apply to
the hog fuel boiler. Source testing is the most reliable method for determining emissions,
and due to the size of the emission unit, testing is deemed reasonable.

16.9

MRRR 9M – This monitoring has been specified to apply generally to units subject to
Compliance Assurance Monitoring (CAM). The monitoring is included specifically as
required by 40 CFR 64.

16.10

MRRR 10M – A Continuous Opacity Monitor (COM) provides real time opacity
information. The monitor must be calibrated and maintained in accordance with the
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quality assurance procedures that have met with Ecology approval in order to ensure that
the data produced is valid. Because of its nature, this type of monitoring is sufficient.
16.11

MRRR 11M – Because the MRRR enables direct comparison between records and the
operational limits, it is considered to be sufficient.

16.12

MRRR 12M – This MRRR establishes the minimum recordkeeping information necessary
for reasonable assurance of compliance with the requirement to keep the Operation and
Maintenance manual for the hogged fuel boiler updated.

16.13

MRRR 13M – The monitoring described is specifically applicable to the hogged fuel
boiler for the purposes of Compliance Assurance Monitoring (CAM). CAM must be
designed to provide reasonable assurance of compliance with emission limitations or
standards for the pollutant specific emission unit. In order for a pollutant specific emission
unit (PSEU) to be subject to CAM, the three (3) conditions described below must be met.
The manner in which they are met by the hogged fuel boiler is discussed below.
16.13.1

The PSEU must be subject to an emission limit for the applicable pollutant. In
the case of the hogged fuel boiler, the PSEU is subject to multiple emission
limits specific to particulate matter. These applicable requirements are included
in Section 2.2 hogged fuel boiler of the AOP.

16.13.2

The PSEU must utilize air pollution control equipment to reduce emissions of
the applicable pollutant to a level that meets the established emission limit(s).
In the case of the hogged fuel boiler, the particulate emissions of the PSEU are
controlled by a multiple cyclone and a dry electrostatic precipitator (ESP).

16.13.3

The PSEU must have pre-controlled emissions of the specific pollutant that
meet or exceed the major source thresholds established in WAC 173-401200(17). In the case of the hogged fuel boiler, the pre-controlled emissions of
particulate matter have been calculated to be greater than 100 tons per year
(tpy). This exceeds the major source threshold of 100 tpy established in WAC
173-401-200(17).
The proposed CAM monitoring has been designed to rely on electrostatic
precipitator (ESP) corona power (watts), which is obtained by multiplying the
secondary voltage (kilovolts) by the secondary current (milliamps). Through
published information and past consultation with ESP manufacturers and
knowledgeable regulatory personnel, secondary voltage, secondary current, and
corona power have been identified as primary indicators of ESP particulate
matter removal efficiency. The particular trigger limits have been set to depend
on the corona power as measured during the most recent compliant source test.
The corona power as recorded during the source testing indicates the amount of
power that is being expended by the ESP for removal of particulate matter. The
recorded power gives an accurate indication of the amount of power necessary
to remove sufficient particulate matter to comply with applicable emission
limitations. Based on data recorded during past source testing, it was clear that
this method will provide monitoring data sufficient to ensure high efficiency
ESP performance.

16.14

MRRR 14M – The MRRR has been designed to utilize the method outlined in the
construction permit to calculate the allowable peak steam generation rate.
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16.15

MRRR 15M – Because the MRRR enables direct comparison between records and the
operational limits, it is considered to be sufficient.

16.16

MRRR 16M – This MRRR establishes the minimum recordkeeping information necessary
for reasonable assurance of compliance with the requirement to keep the O&M manual for
the lumber drying kiln #3 updated.

16.17

MRRR 17M – This monitoring has been designed to ensure that in the event that emission
testing is required, that it is conducted in a manner that will provide the necessary data to
gain a reasonable assurance of compliance with the applicable limits as well as a reliable
quantification of the emissions from the unit.

16.18

MRRR 18M – This MRRR establishes the minimum recordkeeping information necessary
for reasonable assurance of compliance with the requirement to keep the O&M manual for
the chip and sawdust conveyance, storage, and transport system updated.

16.19

MRRR 19M – This MRRR establishes the initial tune-up deadline of the Boiler as well as
what the reporting requirements for the Boiler and the records that the source is required to
keep on file.

16.20

MRRR 20M – This MRRR specifies the energy assessment compliance achievement date.

Streamlining Explanations
17.1

WAC 173-400-050(1),(3) – Emissions of particulate matter from the hogged fuel boiler –
This section of the WAC applies to the hogged fuel boiler by limiting emissions of
particulate matter to 0.2 grains per dry standard cubic foot corrected to 7% oxygen. This
applicable requirement has not been included in the AOP due to the fact that Order 18AQE026 Condition 2(a) limits particulate matter emissions from the hogged fuel boiler to 0.05
grains per dry standard cubic foot corrected to seven percent oxygen. Since Order 18AQE026 Condition 2(a) is clearly more stringent and expressed in the same units, it is
appropriate to apply streamlining to this requirement.

17.2

MRRR 16M – Emissions factors for VOC calculations were updated to reflect EPA Region
10 HAP and VOC Emission Factors for Lumber Drying, December 2012. The previously
used emission factors were from underlying Order 02AQER-4675, 1st Amendment, issued
09/30/09 which was rescinded and replaced by Order 18AQ-E025 on 04/11/18. EPA
emission factors are more recently published and representative of kiln emissions.

Clarifications and Interpretations
18.1

Section 1 - Standard Conditions - For permit conditions required by Washington State
regulations where two dates are given. The first date is the date for the regulation that was
adopted into the SIP. The second date is for the most up-to-date version of the regulation.
State-only enforceable permit conditions are identified with the symbol (S).

18.2

WAC 173-401-620(1) - Acid Rain Provisions. The permittee is not an affected source as
specified in the referenced section of the WAC. Due to this, no permit conditions relating
to the acid rain provisions of the FCAA have been included in the AOP.

18.3

WAC 173-401-510(2)(h)(i) - Compliance Plan. At the time of permit issuance, no ongoing
applicable requirements have been identified with which the permittee is not currently in
compliance. However, this does not preclude Ecology from taking future action on past
non-compliance.
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18.4

Chapter 173-425 WAC - Open Burning - The requirements restricting open burning in the
State of Washington apply to the source, and therefore Chapter 173-425 WAC has been
included as an applicable requirement under Section 2.1 Facility Wide requirements.
Additionally, Order 02AQER-4676, 1st Amendment, Condition 5.1 prohibits open burning
at the facility.

18.5

Condition 2.1.1 of AOP - Visible Emissions - WAC 173-400-040(1), (1)(a), and (1)(b)
restrict visible emissions from all sources of air emissions throughout the source to 20%
opacity for no longer than three (3) minutes in any one hour. While it is clear from the
time periods contained within the regulation that Ecology Method 9A (“Source Test
Manual – Procedures for Compliance Testing”, State of Washington, Department of
Ecology, 07/12/90) was the test method intended to be used to verify compliance, this
permit has specified EPA RM 9 as the test method utilized as part of MRRR 4M. Ecology
has determined that reasonable assurance of compliance with the regulation may be
obtained by conducting RM 9 upon observance of visible emissions, as specified within
MRRR 4M.

18.6

Chapter 173-401 WAC – Operating Permit Regulation. Ecology underwent rulemaking to
amend Chapter 173-401 WAC. The amendments were adopted on February 3, 2016 and
became effective March 5, 2016. The provisions in this chapter establish the elements of a
comprehensive Washington state air operating permit program consistent with
requirements of Title V of the Federal Clean Air Act (43 U.S.C. 7401, et seq.). March 5,
2016 is the effective date for the most recent version of 173-401 WAC at the time of
issuance of this AOP. This effective date will be cited for all 401 requirements in the AOP.

18.7

Chapter 173-441 WAC – Greenhouse Gas Reporting. Ecology underwent rulemaking to
amend Chapter 173-441 WAC. The amendments were filed on January 29, 2015 and
became effective March 1, 2015. The provisions in this chapter establishes mandatory
greenhouse gas (GHG) reporting requirements. March 1, 2015 is the effective date for the
most recent version of 173-455 WAC at the time of issuance of this AOP. This effective
date will be cited for all 173-441 WAC requirements in the AOP.

18.8

Chapter 173-455 WAC –Air Quality Fee Rule. Ecology underwent rulemaking to amend
Chapter 173-455 WAC. The amendments were filed on November 30, 2012 and became
effective December 31, 2012. The provisions in this chapter establish the fees for
Washington State’s air permit program. December 31, 2012 is the effective date for the
most recent version of 173-455 WAC at the time of issuance of this AOP. This effective
date will be cited for all 173-455 WAC requirements in the AOP.

Comments and Corresponding Responses
Ecology received two comments via email during the public comment period, one
comment from the permittee (Comment 1.) and one comment from an Ecology
representative (Comment 2.). Ecology’s responses to those comments are summarized
below:
Comment 1.
The following comment applies to the GBLC Air Operating Permit renewal listed on the
WA Department of Ecology AOP Register dated MONTH DAY, YEAR – Volume XX,
Number X.
Ecology Response to Comment 1.
Quoted text, explanation
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Comment 2.
The following comment applies to the GBLC Air Operating Permit renewal listed on the
WA Department of Ecology AOP Register dated MONTH DAY, YEAR – Volume XX,
Number X.
Ecology Response to Comment 2.
Quoted text, explanation

20.0

Appendix A – Clarkston Lumber Facility Maps, Site Layout, and Process Flow Diagrams
20.1

Area Map

20.2

Site Plan 1 and Emission Points

20.3

Process Flow Diagram
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Appendix B
Guy Bennett Lumber Company Site Plan
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Appendix C
Guy Bennett Lumber Company Process Flow Chart

